CryoEM density maps are now at the point where resolvability of individual atoms can be 18 achieved. However, resolvability is not necessarily uniform throughout the map. We introduce a 19 quantitative parameter to characterize the resolvability of individual atoms in cryoEM maps, the 20 map Q-score. Q-scores can be calculated for atoms in proteins, nucleic acids, water, ligands, and 21 other solvent atoms, using models fitted to or derived from cryoEM maps. Q-scores can also be 22 averaged to represent larger features such as entire residues and nucleotides. In several examples, 23 Q-scores are shown to correlate well to resolvability. Q-scores averaged over entire models are 24 also shown to correlate closely to the estimated resolution of cryoEM maps for both protein and 25 RNA. Assuming the models they are calculated from are well-fitted to the map, Q-scores can 26 thus be used as another measure to indicate the quality or resolvability in entire maps and also of 27 features as small as individual atoms. 28 29 30 33 macromolecular complexes. Depending on many factors including imaging apparatus, detector, 34 reconstruction method, structure flexibility, sample heterogeneity, and differential radiation 35 damage, resulting maps have varying degrees of resolvability, or the level at which molecular 36
residue Leu26 in the fitted model (PDB:3ajo) is shown, along with contour surface of the cryoEM map 119 around this residue. Spherical shells of points centered on the CD2 atom are shown at increasing radial 120 distances; only points that are closer to the CD2 atom than to any other atom in the model are used. (B) 121
Average map values at these points are plotted vs. radial distance; these are the atomic map profiles. The 122 dotted lines represent Gaussian functions with parameters A, B and σ which are fitted to each profile. 123 124 125 126 Q-score 127 128 The idea behind the Q-score is to measure how closely the map profile of an atom matches that 129 of the Gaussian-like function we would see if an atom is well-resolved. Thus, to calculate the Q-130 score, the atomic map profile is compared to a 'reference Gaussian' as given by Eqn. 1, with the 131 following parameters: In the above, the mean, µ, is set to 0, as the Gaussian is expected to be centered around the resolved atom would be centered on a peak that has a relatively high value in the map, and fall 142 off to a value below the mean, but not necessarily as low as the background noise. The width of 143 the reference gaussian is set as σ=0.6. These parameters in Eqns. 2-5 are chosen to make the 144 reference Gaussian roughly match the atomic profile of a well-resolved atom in the 1.54Å 145 cryoEM map as shown in Figure 2B . The atom is CD2 from Leu 26 in PDB:3ajo. The atomic profile in each map is marked with the letter u, 151
while the reference Gaussian is marked with v.
153
The Q-score is then calculated as a correlation between values in the atomic profile obtained 154 from the map, u, and values obtained from the reference Gaussian, v, defined in Eqn. 1 and with 155 parameters in Eqns. 2-5. The following normalized, about the mean, cross-correlation formula is 156 used:
Several atomic profiles and reference Gaussians are illustrated in Figure 2 , for an X-ray map and 161 5 cryoEM maps at various resolution. At high resolutions, the atomic profiles are more similar to 162 the reference Gaussian, and hence Q-scores are higher. At lower resolutions, the atomic profile 163 of the same atom is wider than the reference Gaussian, hence Q-scores are lower. Q-scores 164 would also be low for atomic profiles that are mostly noise (e.g. random values or a sharp peak). In some cases when the atom is not well-placed in the map, the Q-score can be negative if the 166 atomic profile has a shape that increases away from the atom's position.
168
Calculating Q-scores is similar to calculating a cross-correlation between the model and a 169 cryoEM map, using a simulated map of the model blurred using a Gaussian function with the 170 parameters in Eqns. 2-5. The main difference is that with Q-scores, the cross-correlation is 171 performed atom-by-atom, separating out parts of the density that are closest to each atom. The 172 cross-correlation about the mean is used so that the Q-scores decrease as resolution also 173 decreases. When not subtracting the mean, this effect would not be ensured 16 . 185 Q-scores for each atom correlate well with visual resolvability, i.e. the more resolvable an atom, 186 the higher the Q-score. They also increase as the estimated resolution of the map increases.
188
Resolvability and Q-scores can decrease for some residues faster than others as a function of 189 resolution. For example, in Figure 3 , the Q-score for ASP126 drops more than for ASN25 from 190 1.52Å to 3.9Å. This effect may be due to several reasons. First, some residue types may be more 191 susceptible to radiation damage (as previously shown using EMRinger 15 ). Also, certain residue 192 types may be more conformationally dynamic, or occur in environments that are more dynamic 193 (e.g. solvent accessible), and hence may not resolve as well with a fewer number of particles. Q-scores can also be calculated for atoms in models of nucleic acids. In figure 4 , we used several 205 maps and models containing RNA from the EMDB at resolutions ranging from 2.5Å to 4.0Å. Q-206 scores were averaged over atoms in bases, phosphate-sugar backbones, and entire nucleotides.
207
As with proteins, Q-scores decrease with resolvability and estimated map resolution.
209
Figure 4 also illustrates a general trend that at ~4Å and lower resolutions, stacked bases from 210 adjacent nucleotides are typically not separable in cryoEM maps, whereas at higher than 4Å 211 resolutions, they usually do become separate at appropriate contour levels. It is also interesting to note that for the examples in Figure 4 , at high resolutions (~2.5Å), the 214 difference in Q-score or resolvability of individual bases is higher than that of the backbone 215 (0.84 for base vs. 0.73 for backbone). Going towards lower resolutions in this example, bases 216 become less resolvable (0.45 for bases vs 0.56 for backbone). This may be counter-intuitive as 217 bases can have higher values in the map (i.e. appear first at a high contour level). However, these 218 contours may have overall less detail as adjacent stacked bases are not fully separable and merge 219 together. Q-scores can also be averaged across an entire model to represent an average resolvability 231 measure for the entire map. Such average Q-scores were plotted as a function of reported 232 resolution for a number of maps and models obtained from the EMDB. Figure 5 shows these 233 plots for two sets of maps and models, one set using only protein models, and the other set only 234 nucleic acids (RNA). The protein set includes the maps used in the EMRinger analysis 15 , and 235 further adding 24 maps of Apoferritin and b-galactosidase at resolutions up to 1.54Å. In the 236 RNA set, a total of 52 maps and models were used at a range of resolutions ranging from 2.5Å values of R 2 in Figure 5 show that Q-scores closely capture the resolvability of atomic features in Figure 6 . Q-scores calculated for each of these atoms correlate well with the contours 256 seen in the map. Of the four maps shown, three of them are cryoEM maps at near-atomic 257 resolutions (1.54Å, 1.65Å, and 1.75Å). The model used all cases comes from the X-ray map. It is 258 reassuring to see that some of the solvent atoms placed in the X-ray map can also be observed in 259 the cryoEM maps (e.g. Mg183, O280, O236). However, some of the solvent atoms (e.g. Mg184), 260 is not seen equally well in all three maps; for example, in the 1.54Å and 1.65Å maps, Mg184 has In this region of the map, the three water molecules shown in Figure 6 have high Q scores and 265 observable map contours. Along with Mg183, these provide evidence that cryoEM structures can 266 be used to identify locations of solvent molecules, much like with X-ray crystallography.
267
However, since Mg184 is only visible and has good Q-scores in only 2 of the 4 maps considered 268 here, differences between the cryoEM and X-ray maps can also be seen. Such differences may be 269 due to different affinities at some sites and/or different biochemical conditions across the 270 different data sets. Figure 7A shows distributions of Q-scores for solvent atoms in the X-ray map (PDB:3ajo). Most 281 solvent atoms have very high Q-scores of 0.9 and higher. Visual inspection confirmed that all 282 these solvent atoms can be seen in the X-ray map (2fo-fc), e.g. as shown in Figure 6A . Figure   283 7B,C shows distribution plots for the same model fitted to the cryoEM maps at 1.54Å and 1.75Å 284 resolution, using the rigidly fitted model and also after refinement (including solvent atoms) of 285 the rigidly fitted model using Phenix real-space refine 7 .
287
For the rigidly fitted model, Q-scores of the solvent atoms are considerably lower than in the X-288 ray map ( Figure 7B ). For example, in the 1.75Å cryoEM map, only 12 O atoms from water have 289 Q-scores of 0.9 and higher, and 32 have Q-scores of 0.8 to 0.9. In the 1.54Å map, 34 atoms have 290 Q-scores of 0.9 and higher, and another 34 have Q-scores of 0.8 to 0.9. Thus, water atoms are 291 less resolved in the cryoEM maps than in X-ray. It is possible that some of the solvent atoms 292 seen in the X-ray model may not be resolvable in the cryoEM maps or may be in different 293 positions.
295
To explore whether solvent atoms may have different positions in the cryoEM maps, Q-scores of 296 the solvent atoms were also calculated in the X-ray model after real-space refinement with 297 Phenix 7 . This refinement method moves solvent atoms towards higher map values, while keeping 298 them within reasonable distance of other atoms. The distributions in the Q-scores for solvent 299 atoms after this procedure are plotted in Figure 7B , C for the two cryoEM maps. Q-scores are 300 now higher; 142 water atoms in the 1.54Å map and 145 atoms in the 1.75Å map have Q-scores 301 of 0.8 and higher, compared to 225 water atoms in the X-ray map with Q-scores of 0.8 and 302 higher.
304
In the 1.54Å map, after refinement, water atoms with Q-scores 0.8 and higher moved between 305 0.1Å and 2.2Å, on average 0.54Å. In the 1.75Å map, the water atoms with Q-scores of 0.8 and 306 higher moved between 0.1Å and 1.6Å, on average 0.67Å. Although it is difficult to assess the 307 exact cause of the movements in these maps, it is reasonable to conclude that the water found in 308 cryoEM maps are real and potentially within experimental errors of their atom positions in both 309 X-ray and cryoEM structures.
311
In the above analysis, the water molecules were based on those originally observed in the X-ray 312 map. If one studies a de novo map, the identification of water molecules would require a protocol 313 used in modeling software, e.g. Phenix and Coot. In addition to such a protocol, Q-scores may be 314 used as an additional validation parameter to assist in the finding of water and ions. Figure 8A . This plot shows that H2O-H2O distances have a sharp peak at 2.8Å. A Radial plots for the X-ray model fitted to the 1.54Å and 1.75Å cryoEM maps are shown in 333 Figure 8B , C, considering only solvent atoms with Q-scores of 0.8 and higher after refinement. A 334 wider range H2O-H2O can be seen in both cases; instead of a sharp peak at 2.8Å, a broader peak suggests that there may be a difference in water organization around protein in cryoEM vs X-ray 340 maps. Finally, we looked at the resolvability and Q-scores of solvent atoms in cryoEM maps of 352 Apoferritin at different resolutions, as shown in Figure 9 . The locations of the solvent atoms are 353 again taken from the X-ray model (PDB:3ajo). As Figure 9 shows, Mg183 appears resolved at 354 both 1.75Å and 2.3Å, with separable contours in both maps and high Q-scores (0.93 and 0.80).
355
However, the contours no longer have a symmetric spherical shape, indicating possibly more 356 variation in its position. In the 3.1Å map, the contour is no longer separable from that of the 357 nearby His65 residue, and the Q-score is also considerably lower (0.60). The water atoms are 358 similarly resolved in the 1.75Å and 2.3Å maps and contours around them can be seen, however 359 at 3.1Å and 3.9Å they can no longer be seen and Q-scores become very low (-0.44 to 0.38).
361
At 3.9Å resolution, both Mg atoms still have high Q-scores and thus high map values around 362 them, and they can be seen at a lower threshold. However, the map contours at these thresholds 363 do not necessarily separate them fully from the nearby residues (as again for Mg183).
364
Nevertheless, even at such lower resolutions (3Å-4Å), it appears that the larger solvent atoms 365 can still significantly influence the cryoEM map values, producing strong though more diffuse Q-scores can measure the resolvability of individual atoms in cryoEM maps, using atomic 380 positions and nearby map values. As was noted, this metric is closely related to the map-model 381 cross-correlation score, which is already widely used in the field to assess the fit of a model to a 382 map. However, the Q-score improves in two ways on the cross-correlation score: 1) it is 383 formulated so that it correlates to the resolution of the map and 2) it makes it applicable to small 384 features (individual atoms) while avoiding explicit masking. Aside from this, it is important to 
